
Desktop search programs: Anyone who’s used the built-in Windows File Search 
function knows that it’s terribly slow. Wouldn’t it be great if you could search your own 
computer as quickly as you could search the web? Well, you can, and better yet, the 
programs you need to do it are FREE! Two highly-rated ones are Google Desktop 
Search (http://desktop.google.com ) and Copernic (www.copernic.com ). 
 
Anti-Spyware: Ugh-spyware, those malicious software (“malware”) spies that gunk 
up and slow down your computer. Fight back with these free programs:  
Ad-Aware SE Personal (www.lavasoft.com ), Spybot Search & Destroy (www.safer-
networking.org ), or Microsoft’s AntiSpyware tool (www.microsoft.com/athome/
security/spyware/software/default.mspx ). 
 
Antivirus: While you’re at it, let’s protect your home computer from viruses (we don’t 
have to worry about our work computers, which already have antivirus software). Two of 
the highest-rated free antivirus programs are AVG Free (http://free.grisoft.com ) and 
avast! Home Edition (www.avast.com ). 
 
Firewalls: Let’s complete our security hat-trick by selecting a firewall program to keep 
unauthorized intrusions at bay. Though Windows XP has a built-in firewall, we like the 
free edition of Zonealarm (www.zonelabs.com ). 
 
Office Suite: Some colleges provide faculty and staff with free versions of Microsoft 
Office; some don’t. If you’re one of the unlucky ones, you can still use  

Continued on page 5 

Shortcuts are keyboard keystroke combinations that replace mouse clicks. Once 
you’ve learned them, they allow you to perform tasks much more quickly than us-
ing your mouse to make menu selections. While they might take a little practice to 
learn, shortcuts tend to be common across Microsoft applications. Here are some 
of our favorite Windows shortcuts that use the Control <Ctrl> key.  
• Undo: <Ctrl> + Z (while holding down the Control key, press the “z” key; either 
upper or lower case is OK)  
• Redo: <Ctrl> + Y  
Many shortcuts, like the following, require you to first select some text  
• Cut: <Ctrl> + X  —–continued on next page  
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Most of us use the world’s most popular search engine the standard way, by typing one or more search 
terms in the search box. But here are a few tricks you may not have known about: 
 
Quotes: If you put more than one word in the search box, Google searches for web pages containing ANY 
of those words. If you want to limit the search to web pages that include the entire phrase, then enclose 
your search terms in quotations (e.g., “Martin Luther King” so you don’t get pages on Martin Luther or 
kings). 
 
The OR operator: If you’re satisfied with web pages that contain either the word college or the word univer-
sity, then type college OR university (either upper or lower case is fine). 
 
The Minus Sign: If you want recipes for salsa but don’t want a bunch of web pages on dancing, type salsa -
dance.  
 
Definitions: if you want Google to show you word definitions from the web, type define insertyourword-

• Paste : <Ctrl> + V  

• Bold : <Ctrl> + B  

• Italicize: <Ctrl> + I  

• Underline: <Ctrl> + U  

• Increase Font Size: <Ctrl> + ] (the right square bracket key)  

• Decrease Font Size: <Ctrl> + [ (the left square bracket key)  

• Align Paragraph Left: <Ctrl> + L  

• Align Paragraph Right: <Ctrl> + R  

• Center Paragraph: <Ctrl> + E ( remember, we already used “C” for “cut”, so here we use the second letter in 
cEnter)  

• Justify: <Ctrl> + J 
OK! Now that you’ve learned those, here is a bonus shortcut for PowerPoint users.   

•  Microsoft PowerPoint: When you’re giving a presentation, pressing the “b” key will pause your 
PowerPoint and replace the current slide with a black slide. Hitting ‘b’ again will resume it 
where you left off.  

Have you ever had a student miss class and then visit during office hours hoping that you would repeat your lesson for 
them?  Do you find yourself slowing the pace of your lessons to suit an individual or small select group of students, as 
the remainder of the class becomes disengaged and bored?  What if students could view your lectures at his or her de-
sired pace?  It can be done; it’s called podcasting.   
 
A podcast is an audio or video program that can be distributed over the internet to mobile devices (i-pod, cell phone, 
MP3 player) and personal computers.  The term podcast may be used to represent the content, as well as the medium.  
Think of it as a recorded television or radio series.  Podcasters create new content for their listeners/viewers to enjoy 
when, where, and how they desire.  

Continued on page 5 
Virtually anyone can produce a podcast on any subject.  You do not need expensive equipment.  Simply record the 
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What’s Bluetooth? 
Bluetooth is a type of short-range (30 feet or less) wireless communication that is designed to replace wires 
between electronic devices. Yes, those funny earpieces you see on obnoxious cell phone callers are using 
Bluetooth to connect the headset and cell phone, but Bluetooth is also used by wireless keyboards, mice, 
PDAs, and other devices. 
 
What’s Ultra Wideband (UWB)  
Ultra Wideband (UWB) is a wireless technology for transmitting digital data at very high rates over a wide 
spectrum of frequency bands using very low power. UWB is ideally suited for wireless communications, par-
ticularly short-range and high-speed data transmissions for local area network applications.  

Many email management and delivery systems just push the information to you. Microsoft Outlook LETS 
YOU PUSH BACK! Outlook is is probably the most widely used email management application in the world. 
One of the features that makes Outlook stand apart is its Rules and Alerts. You can take names, phrases, 
or even subjects and have your inbox either selectively reject or accept emails, and then move them to a 
special folder. How many of you receive emails from certain parties that you don’t even look at? They can 
be deleted without them even hitting your deleted files folder. Sounds too good to be true? That’s what I 
thought before I met the Wizard- the Rules wizard, that is. 
 
View this tutorial:http://opencampus.com/outlook/outlook_rules2a.htm 

 
Have you ever thought of teaching online? While many instructors gain the know-how through trial and error, it may 
be advantageous to gain a little formal education in online learning before taking the plunge. There are several ways to 
do this: 
 
Self-paced education 
@One offers courses and videos that provide instruction in using Dreamweaver for developing a website, how to con-
vert your courses to online delivery, teaching using WebCT, and much more information that can help you incorporate 
technology into your teaching style. 
 
Seminars and workshops 
You can ‘attend’ seminars and workshops in person, or many are offered virtually using live webcasts. San Diego City 
College will be hosting the 2006 Online Teaching Conference on June 16th for all who are interested. More information 
can be found at http://cccone.org/06Conference/index.htm 

Continued on page 5 

Wireless What’s THAT?  

Outlook Rules Wizard  

Get Started Teaching Online  
By Amy Cuneo 



SCC  Now has Wi-Fi! 

Please go to: www.sccollege.edu/wireless  

for  information 

Santiago Canyon College Technology Committee 

Intel’s Teach to the Future Project  
This project helps both experienced and Pre-Service teachers... “integrate 
technology into instruction to develop students’ higher-order thinking skills 
and enhance learning”. So far, the project has trained more than 3 million 
teachers in over 35 countries including Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, 
Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, the Czech Republic, Egypt, Germany, 
India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, 
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Russia, South Africa, Switzerland, Taiwan, 
Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, the United States, and Vietnam. Intel often col-
laborates with ministries of education or other government entities to adapt 
the curriculum for each location.  
More info at  http://www97.intel.com/education/teach/ . 
 
Stanford Posts Lectures on iTunes  
Stanford University, in conjunction with Apple Computers, is taking advantage 
of Apple’s iTunes service to post free, downloadable “podcasts” of faculty 
lectures (to learn more about podcasts see “What’s a Podcast?” in our 
“What’s THAT?” story, this issue). According to Apple, “iTunes U” is a free, 
hosted service for colleges and universities that provides easy access to your 
educational content, including lectures and interviews 24/7.  
Visit iTunes University at  http://www.apple.com/education/solutions/
itunes_u/ .  
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We’re on the web!  
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Best Free Software, Continued From Page 1  
 
the leading free office suite:  
Open Office from www.openoffice.org . 
 
Mapping: It’s mind-blowing to zoom in on your house from outer space. We loved a program called “Keyhole” even 
when it cost $30; we love it even more since it was acquired by Google who is now giving it away for FREE! Google 
Earth, as it’s now called, lets you install a small program on your Internet-connected computer (http://
earth.google.com )and then navigate the globe using actual  
satellite photos.  
There are lots of web sites that provide free turn-by-turn driving directions (e.g., Mapquest, Mapblast), but we dig a new 
beta of Yahoo Maps (http://maps.yahoo.com ), which provides real-time traffic alerts. It’s so addictive you’ll soon check 
it before you drive to and from work. 
 
Free email: What? You still don’t have free email? Three of the best-known are available from Microsoft’s Hotmail 
(www.hotmail.com ), Google’s GMail (http://gmail.google.com ), and YahooMail (http://mail.yahoo.com ). 
 
Media players: Two of our favorite free media players are Apple’s iTunes (www.itunes.com ) and WinAmp 
(www.winamp.com ). When we’re stuck with a file the others can’t play, however, we like VLC media player from 
www.videonlan.org . 
 
This Just In! Google has just released a bunch of free software, both its own and from other developers, bundled into 
the “Google Pack” at http://pack.google.com . 
 
Other Free Stuff:  
Check out the Internet Archive at www.archive.org . It has thousands of free e-books! Also, the Museum of Modern Art 
(www.moma.org ) has digital photos of over 20,000 works available online.  
 
NOTE:  many of the above programs have both fee-based and free versions. Pay attention to make sure you’re getting 
the free versions. 
 
 

Podcasting, continued from page 2 
Virtually anyone can produce a podcast on any subject.  You do not need expensive equipment.  Simply record the content you wish 
to provide (audio, video, text, pdf, etc.) to a file.  Post the file to a publicly available webserver, then clients (students) can access the 
feed using a software program (podcatcher) that retrieves and processes the data off the internet.  Television shows, movie trailers, 
and college lectures are examples of available podcasts that can be accessed on the internet.   
 
Professors at Stanford, Princeton, Purdue, and UCI are currently providing podcasts of their lectures for students.  In the very near 
future, Santiago Canyon College could be added to this list.  Then students that are “lost” will have a place to go. 

 
Get Started Teaching Online, continued from page 3 
Certificates 
Many institutions offer certificate programs that can advance your knowledge of distance education. For example, Penn State offers 
an online Postbaccalaureate Certificate in Distance Education for roughly $10,000 to cover tuition and materials. More information 
can be found at http://www.worldcampus.psu.edu/DistanceEducationCertificate.shtml. UCLA offers a program in Online Teaching 
for Academic and Business Professionals at http://www.uclaextension.edu. San Diego State has several certificate and advanced de-
gree programs at: http://edtec.sdsu.edu/. Finally Cerro Coso Community College has a quick study certificate available at http://
cconline.cerrocoso.edu/faccert/default.htm.  
 
Advanced degrees 
Popular choices for doctoral programs in using technology in education include Walden University and Capella University, although 
many find these programs are pricey at $35,000 - $45,000. 
 
 
 



Using WebQuests to Enhance Student LearningUsing WebQuests to Enhance Student LearningUsing WebQuests to Enhance Student LearningUsing WebQuests to Enhance Student Learning    
By Regina Rei Lamourelle, Ed.DBy Regina Rei Lamourelle, Ed.DBy Regina Rei Lamourelle, Ed.DBy Regina Rei Lamourelle, Ed.D    

 
Technology holds the promise to change the way education is delivered to students. However, this can only happen if technology 

tools are used in new and creative ways that reflect the possibilities of change rather than becoming tools for educators to continue 
classroom strategies that are remnants of the Industrial Revolution thinking about learning. Teacher-dominated curriculum delivered 
primarily in a lecture format to rows of waiting students, parallels the factory assembly line format that ushered in an era of mass pro-
duction of goods in the late 1800's.  In the Information age, technology and learning must adapt to fluid information systems that 
change frequently without anyone seemingly "in charge." 

 Much has been discovered about how people learn best from the use of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRIs) of the brain as it 
functions. Learning is now  viewed as a lifelong  active process that learners participate in rather than a passive process of receiving 
information to memorize from others (Wolfe, 2001). Current research shows that brains construct new learning more efficiently when 
effort is exerted to construct meaning rather than only listening to others' accounts of information. The brain changes and adapts 
based on experience and effort of the learner.(Pierce, 2000) 

 
 

 WebQuests, an Internet based inquiry format for instruction, were first used in 1995 as educational strategies by Bernie Dodge 
and Tom March at San Diego State University  (Yoder, 1999). WebQuests as an educational strategy supported the learner's acquisi-
tion of information by improving higher order thinking skills. The students solved "real world" problems using the Internet for research 
and information which forced students to move beyond fact finding and naming activities to synthesis and analysis to reach a conclu-
sion. They were placed in teams with each member having a specific part of the problem to research and learn about.  The team ap-
proach to problem solving in the classroom is similar to what students might experience in the real world as employees of a company.  
Although the subject of the WebQuest was chosen by the instructor, the outcome was determined by the students based on what the 
students wanted to learn about a topic in a particular course.  While the students were given a format and structure for their Web-
Quest, they were not given the exact format and answers that were expected or needed to be memorized for an exam. For example:  

"Reproductive Options" is a topic that students learn about in human development and, traditionally, is covered by lecture or 
class discussion. Then students are asked to complete a test to demonstrate their understanding of the information. Using a Web-
Quest, the teacher would assign a team of "Reproductive Researchers" to find out about the different options and what this might 
mean to an infertile couple. The teacher could design the WebQuest using the following format: 

 
 

1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction---- An engaging statement of what the scope of the activity will be An engaging statement of what the scope of the activity will be An engaging statement of what the scope of the activity will be An engaging statement of what the scope of the activity will be. 
Ex: You have been selected as a member of the International Society of Reproductive Researchers and have been invited to 
present your latest findings about successful reproductive options for infertile couples at our annual conference in Zurich, Swit-
zerland. 
2. Task 2. Task 2. Task 2. Task ----Describes what the learners will do and the anticipated outcome.Describes what the learners will do and the anticipated outcome.Describes what the learners will do and the anticipated outcome.Describes what the learners will do and the anticipated outcome.    
Ex: As a member of this esteemed research team, you will be expected to present information on alternative fertility techniques 
such as invitro fertilization  gamete intrafallopian transfer( GIF), artificial insemination by donor or husband, and the use of fertil-
ity drugs, etc. 
3. 3. 3. 3. ProcessProcessProcessProcess----States the steps, resources and support needed to accomplish the task.States the steps, resources and support needed to accomplish the task.States the steps, resources and support needed to accomplish the task.States the steps, resources and support needed to accomplish the task.    
Ex: Begin by brainstorming with your group to determine what topics you will cover. Next, assign topics to the members to be 
researched on the internet. Compile the information and determine how to make the presentation to the conference attendees. 
4. Evaluation4. Evaluation4. Evaluation4. Evaluation----Describes the evaluation criteria, standards, outcomes, etc. and what type of evaluation tool(s) will be used to Describes the evaluation criteria, standards, outcomes, etc. and what type of evaluation tool(s) will be used to Describes the evaluation criteria, standards, outcomes, etc. and what type of evaluation tool(s) will be used to Describes the evaluation criteria, standards, outcomes, etc. and what type of evaluation tool(s) will be used to 
grade the performance of the group and/or individual. Rubrics may be usedgrade the performance of the group and/or individual. Rubrics may be usedgrade the performance of the group and/or individual. Rubrics may be usedgrade the performance of the group and/or individual. Rubrics may be used. 

 
 



Ex: Points will be earned based on  your  performance  according to the Rubric designed for this activity which assesses your perf-
formance as Beginning (1 point), Developing( 2 points), Accomplished( 3 Points) or Exemplary ( 4 points). http://webquest.sdsu.edu/
rubrics/weblessons.htm  

    
5. 5. 5. 5. ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    ----States what the learners are expected to master or accomplish at the completion of the activityStates what the learners are expected to master or accomplish at the completion of the activityStates what the learners are expected to master or accomplish at the completion of the activityStates what the learners are expected to master or accomplish at the completion of the activity. Ex: At the 
conclusion of this activity, successful participants will have a better  understanding of the difficulties in achieving pregnancy 
artificially or with technological assistance. This activity will also facilitate an understanding of the theory and practices used 
for assisted reproductive technologies and help the participants to relate this information to the needs of an infertile couple or 
evaluate such therapies for themselves.  
 (See examples of Webquests at http://projects.edtech.sandi.net/ staffdev/
buildingblocks/p-index.htm) 
WebQuests, although instructor initiated, are learner-controlled and the outcomes 

are based on the interests and direction the learners choose for their quest. This model for a 
class activity supports the student learning outcome process by focusing on the active processing of the information leading to a dem-
onstration what the student  has learned about a topic rather than just responding to a test or quiz.  

There are many resources to help the instructor design WebQuests 
that are ap- propriate for any subject matter or aca-
demic level including college level Math, Science, His-
tory, and Eng- lish, etc.The best resources to get started 
are located at: http:// webquest.sdsu.edu/, and 

http:// webquest.sdsu.edu/ designpatterns/all.htm. 
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"I never teach 
my pupils. I 
only attempt to 
provide the 
conditions in 
which they can 
learn." 
 Albert Einstein 

 

"Too often students are given 
answers to remember, rather than 

problems to solve." 
Roger Lewin 

 

The principal goal of education is to cerate men who 
are capable of doing new things, not simply of 

repeating what other generations have done-men who 
are creative, inventive and discovers." 

Jean Piaget 

 

 


